We investigate the growth in the spanwise direction of turbulent spots invading a laminar flow in a plane Couette flow. Direct Numerical Simulation is used to track the nucleation of streaks during the spot growth. Experiment and direct numerical simulation allow us to study the velocity of the spot fronts and of the vortices observed at the spots' edges. All these results show that two mechanisms are involved when turbulent spots grow: a formerly proposed local growth occurring at the spot spanwise tips but also in comparable proportion a global growth induced by large-scale advection identified in the present work.
this germ will develop into a turbulent spot that will expand to eventually cover a significant fraction of the flow depending on the Reynolds number. See Fig. 1 for an illustrative picture showing the growth of a turbulent spot in plane Couette flow.
The fate of such a spot, and particularly its spreading rate, have been studied in plane
Couette flow but also in boundary layers, e.g. in [7] , and in plane Poiseuille flow [8, 9] to reveal the mechanisms responsible for its growth. In plane Couette flow, it is clear that above Re g a spot will grow at a rate increasing with Re [10] [11] [12] and that large scale flows are present around it [10, [13] [14] [15] . Experimental works also report the existence of waves at the spanwise tips of the growing spot that would travel at a speed lower than the laminar-turbulent front [12, 16, 17] .
Nevertheless, these waves have never been studied precisely. Regarding the mechanisms involved in the growth, the local destabilization of the modified laminar flow at the spanwise tips of the spot has been suggested [7, 11, 12, 18] . The corresponding growth rates have the correct order of magnitude but are still too small to fully explain the observed growth [19] . Large scale flows induced by the laminar-turbulent coexistence are also supposed to play a role [13, 14, 20, 21] . In wall-bounded shear flows at moderate Re, turbulence is composed of an alternation of Only half the spot is presented in the spanwise direction.
("inner streaks" indicated with ' '), within turbulence itself. These two locations suggest two different underlying mechanisms.
The purpose of our study is to demonstrate and discuss these mechanisms allowing the growth of a turbulent spot. We first describe experimental and numerical methods. We then present the measurements of the spot growth rate and of the velocity of the vortices that we observe at the spot edges. We finally discuss the implications of these results on the spot growth process. Confronting them to the quantification of inside/outside nucleations, we suggest a growth scenario governed by two mechanisms: a local and a global one.
II. METHODS
We define x, y and z as the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise directions and we note U x , U y and U z the corresponding fluid velocities. The plane y = 0 corresponds to the plane at half distance between the two walls. system that is also fully described in [21] . The central line of each streak are tracked in time using a particle tracking algorithm.
Trajectories lasting less than 10 h/U are dis- scale flow topology is thus exactly the one required to explain the "waves" as the simple advection of coherent structures located at the spot spanwise tips as already mentioned in [15] . From our numerical simulations, we have identified these structures as streamwise vortices that are actually also visible at the spanwise tips of the turbulent growing spot represented in Fig. 1 consistently with obser- vations by Hegseth [23] . To these vortices are associated streaks that can actually be seen in the numerical space-time diagram of Fig. 2 as the outer streaks. At nucleation, they are smooth and straight before being subjected to a streak instability [24] turning these transient structures into turbulent streaks.
C. Front and edge vortex velocities
We first focus on spot fronts and their ve- gathers the evolution of front and edge vortex averaged velocities vs. Re for both experiments ( Fig. 5(a) ) and numercial simulations ( Fig. 5(b) ). While both increase with Re, the edge vortex velocity σ adv is two third of the spot front velocity σ sf when Re > 350. 
D. Two growth mechanisms
The difference between σ adv and σ sf can be linked to two different growth mechanisms.
The usually evoked local growth at the spot spanwise tips corresponds to new streaks nucleated outside the turbulent phase at a rate σ loc and to a growth without advection at work as in the narrow domains studied in [20] . We have identified two growth mechanisms a local and a global one whose rates are σ loc and σ adv respectively. The total spot spreading rate can thus be written as σ sf = σ loc + σ adv .
From the measurements of σ adv and σ sf presented in Fig. 5 we have an estimation of σ loc as σ sf − σ adv . To compare the relative importance of both mechanisms, the relevant quantity appears to be σ loc /σ sf whose evolution with Re is shown in Fig. 7 . An increase of σ loc /σ sf at low Re followed by a saturation around 0.35 at higher Re is observable. This has to be compared to the ratio of nucleations occurring inside or outside the turbulent spots as obtained numerically from space-time diagrams as the one shown in Fig. 2 . This ratio also presented in Fig.   7 is almost constant and equal to 0.5 when Re > 340, revealing that both mechanisms contribute equally to the spot growth.
IV. CONCLUSION
We investigated the spread of turbulent spots experimentally and numerically.
We have measured spot fronts velocity as They may nevertheless arise through an instability mechanism that could be the one proposed by Hegseth [23] or the growth by destabilization suggested by several authors in wall shear flows [7, 11, 12, 18] . This local destabilization could result from the local 
